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In this paper we investigate some properties of positive integers n, 
which are representable in the form n = ux + vy, where u and v are two 
positive and relatively prime integers, and x and y are non-negative in-
tegers ; these integers are called representable or representable by u and v. 
Without loss of generality we may suppose u< v. 
The following properties are well known. ( Confer the appendix.) 
All integers >- (u-1) (v-1) are representable by u and v. The integer 
N = uv - u - v cannot be represented by u and v. If an integer n with 
0 < n <N is representable, then N - n is not, and conversely. Hence 
there are ½(u-1)(v-1) non-negative integers which cannot be represented 
by u and V. 
In what follows P denotes the set of integers which are representa-
ble by u and v and which are::: N; Q denotes the set of non-negative inte-
gers which are not representable by u and v. Then P v Q is the set 
0,1 ,.,. ,N. Further U denotes the set 1 , .•• yu-1 and V denotes the set 
1, ••• ,v-1. 
In order to deduce properties of the elements of P and Q we define 
for any c and any set M the set M+c as the set of all elements m+c where 
mE M; further we define the set cM as the set of all elements cm where 
m ~ M. Finally we shall denote the sum of the k th powers of the elements 
of a set M by Mk. 
We now prove two lemma's. 
Lemma 1 • If q E Q and q ¢ Q+u, we have q E.. U, an.d conversely. 
Proof. Since q ¢ Q+u, either q-u is representable or q-u < O. If q-u is 
representable, so is q 1 which contradicts q E. Q. Hence q < u. From q E Q 
follows q> O, so O < q< u i.e. qE U. 
Conversely if g_E. u, the positive integer q is not representable 
so q_ E Q. Further q-u <O, so q_-u iQ, hence q f Q+u. 
Lemma 2. If q E. Q+u and q_ ¢ Q, we have qE._ vU, and conversely. 
Proof. Since q G. Q+u we have q > 0 and since q ¢ Q two non-negative in-
tegers x and y exist with g_ = ux + vy. Further from q ~ Q+u follows q_-u EQ! 
so q-u = u(x-1) + vy is not representable. Now y > O, so x-1 <O, hence 
x = 0 and q = vy. Finally from q ~ Q+u follows O < q-u < uv-u-v, so 
u < vy ~ (u-1 )v. Thus O < y-:5_ u-1 and q E: vU. 
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Conversely since qE vU obviously g_ 4 Q and further g_ = vy with 
0 < y :su-1. The positive integer q-u is not representable for otherwise 
non-negative integers x' and y' would exist with·g_-u = vy-u = ux'+ vy•~ 
hence v(y-y') = u(x'+1). Herefrom follows u \ y-y' which is impossible 
since O < y-y' < y .s;:_ u-1. Hence q E. Q+u. 
From lemma 1 and 2 follows the relation 
( 1 ) Q v ( vU) = ( Q+u) v U. 
We now rrove also the relatfon 
( 2) Q v ( uV) = ( Q+v) v V. 
We therefore deduce two more lemma's. 
Lemma 3. If q E. Q and q ¢:_ Q+v, we have q EV and u,r g_, and conversely. 
Proof. Since q ¢ Q+v, either q-v is representable or g_-v < O. If q-v is 
representable, so is q 7 which contradicts q E. Q. Hence g_ < v. From q E. Q 
follows q > 0, so O < g_ < v i.e. q E V. Further since q E, Q we have uf q. 
Conversely if g_ c V and u { q the integer g_ is not representable so 
qE: Q. Further q-v<. O, so q-v f Q, hence q ¢.Q+v. 
Lemma 4. If q E:Q+v and q ¢ Q, we have q E uW, where W denotes the set 
[ V -u J + 1, ... ,v-1, and conversely. 
Proof. Since q C Q+v_we have q> O and since g_ f- Q, two non-negative in-
v,/11.!)J 
tegers x and y exist(q = ux+vy. Further from g_ E Q+v follows g_-v E Q so 
q-v = ux + y(y-1) is not representable. Now x> O, so y-1 < O, hence 
y = 0 and g_ = ux. Finally from q E Q+v follows O < g_-v < uv-u-v, so 
v < ux < (v-1 )u. Thus [:J + 1 '$ x = v-1 and q E.. uW. 
Conversely since q E:. uW obviously q ¢ Q and further g_ = ux with [:J + 1 < x ~ v-l. The positive integer g_-v is not representable for other-
wise non-negative integers x' and y' would exist with q-v = ux-v = ux'+vy', 
hence u(x-x') = v(y'+1). Herefrom follows v \ x-x' which is impossible 
since O < x-x' < x .:: v-1. Hence q f, Q+v. 
From lemma 3 and 4 follows 
(3) Q v (uW) = (Q+v) v Z, 
wbere Z denotes the set of all elements of V which are not divisible by 
u. If in (3) we add on both sides the set with elements u,2u, .•. , [:Ju, 
we obtain the relation (2). 
We now deduce a formula for Qk for non-negative integers k. First we 
mention a few properties of the polynomials Bh(x) of Bernoulli which en-
able us to calculate the uk. 
From 
follows 
(4) 
k-1 
~ 
h=O 
(k)uh == uk - 1. 
h 
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On the other hand we have 
Bk+1 (x) - ~+1(x-1) = (k+1)(x-1)k, 
so 
k 1 U = k+1(Bk+1(u) - Bk+1( 1)), 
hence, using the formula 
k+1 
( 5 ) Bk+ 1 ( x) = .~ ( k~ 1 ) xh :Sk + 1 -h 
h=O 
we get k+1 k 
(6) uk = k:1 ~ ( k~1) (1'1-1 )~+1-h = 1 ,;;::-" k + 1 t+-1 k+1 ~ ( t+1) µ -1)Bk-t• 
We can interpret our result as follows. From the equation (4) taken 
fork= 1, ••. ,K, which equation is linear in the unknowns u 0 , ••• ,uK-1 
these unknowns can be found and obviously are a linear compositu.m of the 
1 right hand members u-1,u2-1 , ••• ,uK-1 of the equations (4). These values 
of the unknowns are given by (6). 
These results are used now to determine Qk. Taking the sum of the 
k th powers of all elements in both sides of the formula (1) we get, since 
Q n ( uV) = ( Q+u) r--. U is empty, the relation 
Qk + vkuk = (Q+u)k + uk 
henee 
so k-1 
~ 
h=O h 
Now if in the equations (4) we replace the unknowns uh by Qh and the 
k k_1 k 
1 right hand sides u -1 by TU, we obtain the u equations (7). Hence by 
u h 
the above remark the values of ,9n must be found from (6) by whe same sub-
stitution u 
(k+1) V t+1 - 1 t+1 
t+1 t+1 U ~-t' 
u 
and substituting in this last result for ut+1 its value g:ven by (6) we 
get 
(8) 
k t+1 
Qk = 1 L (k+1) (v t+1 - 1) uk-t-1 Bk-t t:~ Z- ~:f)(us+1_1)Bt+-1-s· 
k+1 t=O t+1 S=O 
To reduce t~e last member of (8) we first calculate the expression 
k t+1 
( 1 ) 1k+1) ( t+1 ) k-t-1 1 )( t+2) 9 ) K+1'" ~'t+1 v - 1 u :Sk-t r+"2' ~ s-i-1 :St+1-s· 
Now we have from (5) with x = 1 
t+2 
~ (t+2) ( L- h Bt+2-h = :St+2 1), 
so h=O 
4 -
t+2 
~ ct+2) \i=i h Bt+2-h = Bt+2 (1) - Bt+2 (0) = (t+2)B~~1 (o) = 0 
t+1 t 2 
since t+1 > 1. Thus the expression ?~o(s:1)Bt+1_8 vanishes and so does 
(9). Hence (8) reduces to 
k t+1 
Qk = k:1 .2_ (~:~)(vt+1_1)uk-t-1 
t=O 
k t+1 
Bk-t t!2 {=~(~:~)us+1 Bt+1-s= 
1 > ~(k+1)(t+2) 1 ( t+1 ) k+s-t 
= k+t L- t+1 s+1 t+2 v - 1 u Bk-t Bt+1-s 1 
t=-1 S=O 
where in the first swn the term with t = -1 which vanishes, has been 
added. Putting k-t = i, t+1-s = j we get 
( 10) 
where 
k+1 k+1_:-i BB 
Qk = 1 2.__ L_ (k:1)(k-~+2) i 1 j (vk-i+1_1)uk-j+1 = 
k+1 . 0 . 0 l J k-1+2 l== J= 
L k!B.B. k . 1 k . 1 l J V -l+ u -J+ - C. i! j ! (k+2-i-j) ! , i, j ~ 0 
i+j-=::;k+1 
C = 
= k! 
= k! 
i, j~ 0 
i+js;k+1 
..,...,..~k.....,..!~B_i=B=j._.....,..~ uk-j+1 = 
i! j ! (k+2-i-j) ! 
k+1 B k-j+1 k+1-j ~ ju == Bi = j=O J! l=O i!(k+2-i-j) ! 
k+1 B k-j+1 ( ) L ju Bk+2-j 1 -Bk+2-j 
j=O j.!. (k+2-j)! 
Here we used (5) with x = 1 and k+2-j instead of k+1. 
Now for k+2-j > 1 we have Bk+2-j ( 1) = Bk+2-j and for k+2-j = 1 we 
have ~+2-j(1) = Bk+2-j+1. So we find 
13k+1 Bk+1 
C = k! (k+1) ! = k+1 
and then from (10) 
Qk= 2 
i, j> 0 
i+j::::k+1 
k!BiBj k-i+1 k-j+1 13k+1 
i!j!(k+2-i-j)! v u - ---m-· 
This result may symbolically be written in the form 
k uk+1vk+1 Jt( B + B)k+2 _ (B + B)k+2}- Bk+1 Q = (k+1)(k+2) t 1+ u v u v -K+1' 
where in the ordinary expansion of the (k+2) th powers instead of Bh has 
to be taken Bh. 
If we take k = 0 we find the above formula Q0 = ½(u-1)(v-1) for the 
nwnber ~I elements of Q. 
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Appendix. 
Above we used some results of which easily a proof is given by the 
following considerations. 
Let as before u and v denote two integers >1 with (u,v) = 1. Let 
( n) denote the number of different ways in which the integer n can be 
u,v 
written in the form n = ux + vy with non-negative integernx and y. Then 
obviously 
00 
____ 1___ = '> ( n ) zn 
u v L-.- nv · (1-z )(1-z) n=O ' 
= 1 the expression 
( 1 -z UV) ( 1 -z) 
(1-zu)(1-zv) 
is a polynomial in z of degree N+1 where N = uv-u-v. Hence we have 
N+1 
~~=:~:;;~:~; = ~O (u~v)zn 
N 
N 
-2. ( n ) 2 n+1 = 
n=O u,v 
= ( 1-z)~ ( n )zn + (N+1)zN+1. 
n=O u,v u,v 
Ob . 1 th ff. . t f N+1 . th . .;s 1 t 1 vious y e coe icien o z is e expansion"'- equa o , so 
UV N N+1 
, 1-z L_ ( n ) n z 
(1-zu)(1-zv) = n=O u,v z + "'""T=z• ( 11 ) 
Replacing z by land multiplying by zN we get 
z N N 
( 12) zuv -1 = ~ ( n ) 2 N-n + 
(zu-1)(zv-1) n=O u,v 
_1_ = ) ( N-n) zn + 2 _1 1 . z-1 n=O u,v 
Comparing (11) and (12) we get for n = D,1 , ... ,N 
( n ) + ( N-n) = 1 • 
u,v u,v +he ~ull:_.,,1 
Since for all n we have ( n ) )> O, we get for n = 0, 1,. ~((n ) = O or 1, 
u,v = u,v 
so all these integers n are either not representable or are representable 
in exactly one way. Further we get from ~1) 
cn N+1 L ( n ) zn = 1 = ~ + 
n=O u,v (1-zu)(1-zv) ~-z 
where for n::;:: N+1 the coefficient of zn in the right hand side is obvious-
ly > 1. So everey integer n > N+1 is representable. 
Corollar_;z:. If in (12) vre take z = 2 we get 
N 
2uv_1 ~ N 
- 1 = L- ( -n)2n. (2u-1)(2v-1) h=O u,v 
~ow the coefficient (N-n) = 1 if ( n) = 0 i.e. if n is not representable N-n u,v u,v 
;and (u v) = 0 if(un ) = 1 i.e. if n is representable. If therefore the in-
' UV ,v 
,... 2 -1 
~eger . - 1 is written in binary scale the places of the zero's ! (2u-1)(2v-1) 
;correspond with the non-representable integers and the place of the num-
~ers 1 with the integers wp.ich art: representable. 
